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It is not for our family, it is not to secure a good position, it is not to earn money, it is not to obtain a diploma, that
we study. We study to learn, to know, to understand the world, and for the sake of the joy that it gives us.

Prim Bulletin
Here we are - at the start of yet another
wonderful school year for Primrose!
Another opportunity to serve our children
better than before.

Well, men are often like sticks. If you look at
them from a certain angle, you may not see
them as straight as they are, and sometimes
too, they may have a deceptive appearance
and seem straight when they are crooked.

We have welcomed change as always. A
surge of freshness and newness fill the air.
New children, new courses, new teachers,
new class rooms, new lessons, new
resolutions. What remains unchanged is
our determination to raise our standards.

A friend of yours may seem awkward or
slow, and yet be the most hardworking
student of the class. And your teacher whom
you find strict and severe probably loves you
much and desires only your progress.

What we should look for in every man, if we
do not want to judge him too unjustly, is
what is best in him.

Children settled so effortlessly & smoothly
including the tiny tots in Kindergarten
section. Celebrations, field trips and in
house events were carried out well.
Operations are in full swing keeping in
mind our long time goal of affiliation to the
ICSE board.

Life is beautiful. Always. Only that we are too
busy to see it. If we search for the good in
others, we are sure to find it. Let us be
incapable of seeing flaws. Little children, let
us be judicious, prudent and generous in our
thoughts; let us be careful not to judge
anyone too hastily; and even let us refrain
from judging them at all when we can avoid
it.

As for message for the month, try to choose
a straight stick and dip it half-way into
some water: the stick will appear to be bent
in the middle. But that is an illusion, and if
you were to think that the stick was actually
bent, your judgment would be wrong. On
the other hand, it is possible for a stick that
is actually bent in the middle to appear
straight if it is carefully placed in a
particular way in the water.

Our receptivity to the Divine’s presence is
certainly increasing.
With Love and Hope,
Editor, Prim Buddies
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Little Penguin

Contributions from Budding Poets
Rain,

Deepashree, Std IV

Janani, Std VIII

Rain Rain, you take away pain,

I am a little penguin on the ice,

From an old sprain,

I think cold is very nice,

Rain Rain, my stress is all gone,

I can hop around first once,

Once you are all on.

Then twice,

Rain Rain, Flowers bloom

I think ice is very nice,

While I broom

I am a little penguin in the snow,

Rain Rain, Water splashes

I slide on my tummy to and fro,

And dogs are on lashes

I eat the fish from the deep blue sea

Rain Rain, Once again you came

I am black and white, so look at me!

Forever you are the same!

Butterfly
Havish Sakthi, Std I
Butterfly Butterfly,
Come to me,
No No No No,

No No No No,
I must go,
I must go,
Far away
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Values – A Path to Self-Perfection
Right Judgment

Right Judgment

Marshini, Std VIII

Anbumathi, Std VII

I learnt about Right Judgment in my Value Education

Right Judgment

class. I learnt to see only the good in others. I know I

judging anything right, seeing

have a temper. I just shout at people when I get angry.

only the positive, observing the

After my classes on this topic, I was able to forge a

positive,

better relationship with my classmates. I am able to

giving out only positive.

talking

is all about

the

positive,

control my temper. I used to complain
It helps us in many ways. It keeps
us peaceful, keeps us united with
others, makes new friends, makes
others also to think positively,
and so on. We come to know
about what is forgiving if we
judge positively and correctly.
People will talk to us well than
they did before , they will also
learn from us how to judge
positively, we can be much more
simpler than before, which makes
about the bad qualities of my classmates, but now I am
making attempts to not complain.

others like us.
We can follow the right judgment

We must try not to judge anybody – a new girl or boy in
class or a new teacher. We have to patient and wait to
know more about the person. We must try to act true to

the proverb – Never Judge a Book by its cover!
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method

to

keep

ourselves

peaceful, and not think about
negative things that happened to
us, that keeps us happy.
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Art & Craft contributions from KG team

Sherine, LKG

Hariharan, Pre KG

Anumitta, UKG

Kushaal, Pre KG

Quote of the Month
“The Mother Herself is the destination, everything is in Her.

When you find Her you find all.”
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Sri Aurobindo

